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Business process give most problems for those who are focused on the traditional structure of the organization functioning and not to the processes. Value or a good for user creates process and not the functional structure of the organization. For the organization to be able to establish, implement and maintain an efficient and effective organization, it must determine (identify) their processes. Process management means constantly maintaining and improving the application of the model for the purpose of establishing, documenting and maintenance of a permanent efficiency of organization. Effectiveness is the basis of success and efficiency is the minimum condition for survival when the success is achieved [4]. Business philosophy focused on the processes provides assessment and identification of a process, which creates the value - good for fulfilling their specified and expected requirements. Adoption of process organization, such as for reputation achieving the principles of desirable business infinity - going concern principle in the fulfillment of user requests, provides long-term development and growth. Therefore, the process organization called justification of the project for 21 century, and the project organization for the beginning of III millennium. According to stated, obviously are differences and the process of structure in relation to the traditional functional organization structure. Value or good for production (create) the process of a functional organization structure. Process structure of the organization continuously improve the effectiveness and efficiency of the organization as a desirable infinitum, and continuity in the implementation and expected specified requires the user, which provides market shares and thus the survival and development.
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